Abstract. Block sequences with respect to frames in Hilbert spaces have been defined. Examples have been provided to show that a block sequence with respect to a given frame may not even be a Bessel sequence. Also, a necessary and sufficient condition under which a block sequence with respect to a frame is a frame has been given. Further, applications of block sequences to obtain Fusion frames and Fusion frame systems have been given. Finally, a problem has been posed and observed that an affirmative answer to this problem gives an affirmative answer to the Feichtinger Conjecture.
Introduction
In 1952, Duffin and Schaeffer [13] introduced frames for Hilbert spaces. It took more than 30 years to realize the importance of frames. But, after the landmark paper of Daubechies, Grossmann and Meyer [12] , in 1986, the theory of frame began to be more widely studied. For an introduction to frames, one may refer to [3, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16] . Casazza [4] , and Benedetto and Fickus [2] have studied frames in finite dimensional spaces which attracted more attention due to their use in signal and image processing. For signal reconstruction without phase information, one may refer to [1] . Frames, now a days, are main tools for use in signal and image processing, data compression, sampling theory, optics, filter banks, signal detection, time frequency analysis etc.
A number of new applications have emerged which cannot be modeled naturally by one single frame system. In such cases, the data assigned to one single frame system becomes too large to be handled numerically. So, it would be beneficial to split large frame system into a set of much smaller systems and to process the data locally within each subsystem effectively. Thus, a distributed frame theory for a set of local frame systems is required. In this direction, a theory based on Fusion frames was developed in [6, 8, 9, 18] which provides a framework to deal with these applications and to derive efficient and robust algorithms.
Another well known requirement in the frame theory is to decompose a bounded frame into finite union of Riesz basic sequences. This is known as Feichtinger conjecture and is connected to the famous Kadison-Singer conjecture [17] . It was shown in [5] that Kadison-Singer conjecture implies Feichtinger conjecture. For more results regarding the Feichtinger conjecture, one may refer to [5, 7] .
In the present paper, we define block sequences is Hilbert spaces and give examples to show that a block sequence with respect to a given frame need not be a frame (frame sequence). Also, a necessary and sufficient condition under which a block sequence with respect to a given frame is a frame has been given. Further, we discuss applications of block sequences to obtain fusion frames and fusion frame systems. Finally, we pose a problem and observe that an affirmative answer to this problem gives an affirmative answer to the Feichtinger conjecture.
Preliminaries
Throughout the paper, H will denote an infinite dimensional Hilbert space, {n k } an infinite increasing sequence in N, [x n ] the closed linear span of {x n }, for any set D, O(D) will denote the cardinality of D.
The positive constants A and B, respectively, are called lower and upper frame bounds of the frame {x n }. The inequality (2.1) is called the frame inequality.
The frame {x n } ⊂ H is called tight if it is possible to choose A, B satisfying inequality (2.1) with A = B and is called normalized tight if A = B = 1. The frame {x n } ⊂ H is called exact if removal of any arbitrary x n renders the collection {x n } no longer a frame for H. A sequence {x n } ⊂ H is called a Bessel sequence if it satisfies upper frame inequality in (2.1). A sequence {x n } ⊂ H is said to be a frame sequence for H if {x n } is a frame for [x n ].
Main Results
Definition 3.1. A sequence {y n } in a Hilbert space H is said to be a block sequence with respect to a sequence {x n } in H if it is of the form The following observations arise naturally in wake of the block sequences with respect to frames.
Observations.
(I) A block sequence with respect to a frame in a Hilbert space may or may not be a frame for H. Indeed: (a) Let {x n } be any frame for H, then for scalars α i = 1, i ∈ N and D n = {n}, n ∈ N, {y n } (as given in (3.1)) is a frame for H. (b) Let {x n } be a sequence of orthonormal unit vectors in H. Then {x n } is a frame for H. Take α i = 1, i ∈ N and D 1 = {1, 2, 3}; D n = {2 + n}, for all n ≥ 2. Then the block sequence {y n } is a frame sequence for H but it is not a frame for H. (II) A block sequence with respect to a frame in H may not even be a frame sequence for H. Indeed, let {e n } be the sequence of orthonormal unit vectors in H and {x n } in H be defined by
Then {x n } is a frame for H.
Then the block sequence {y n } is not a frame sequence for H. However, [y n ] = H. (III) A block sequence with respect to a sequence in H which is not even a frame for H may be a frame for H. Indeed, let {e n } be a sequence of orthonormal unit vectors in H. Define {x n } in H by x n = e n n , n ∈ N.
Then {x n } is not a frame for H. Take α n = n, n ∈ N and D n = {n}, n ∈ N. Then the block sequence {y n } with respect to {x n } is a frame for H. (IV) A block sequence {y n } with respect to a frame {x n } in H with inf n y n > δ, for all n ∈ N, for some δ > 0, may fail to ensure that {y n } is a frame sequence for H (see Observation (II)). (V) A block sequence {y n } with respect to a frame {x n } with [y n ] = [x n ] may also fail to ensure that {y n } is a frame sequence for H. Indeed, let {x n } be the sequence of orthonormal unit vectors in H.
. But {y n } is not a frame sequence for H.
In view of the above observations, one may ask for sufficient conditions under which a block sequence with respect to a frame is a Bessel sequence (frame) for H. We prove the following result in this direction.
Theorem 3.2. Let {x n } be a frame for H and {y n } be a block sequence with respect to {x n }. Then {y n } is a frame for H if sup
Further, if {x n } is exact, then {y n } is also exact.
Proof. Let 0 < A ≤ B < ∞ be constants such that
(where
Therefore, {x n } is a Bessel sequence for H with bound K 0 sup
where A 0 = aA and a = inf
Hence {y n } is a frame for H with bounds A 0 and B 0 . Further, if {y n } is not exact, then, for some m ∈ N y m = j =m β j y j , where β j = 0 for some j = m. This gives
where α i0 = 0 for some i 0 ∈ D m . Therefore, for some c n = 0, n = i 0 , we may write
c n x n . Hence {x n } is not exact.
The condition sup{O(D n ) : n ∈ N} < ∞ can not be dropped as if we consider H = ℓ 2 with orthonormal basis {e n } and let
Let {y n } be a block sequence defined by the relation y n = i∈Dn α i e i , where α i = 1 for all i ∈ N.
Then, for x = n n −3/2 i∈Dn e i in H, x < 2, but | x, y n | 2 does not converge and hence {y n } is not a Bessel sequence, so can not be a frame for H. (ii) In Theorem 3.2, the condition that
is not necessary (see the details of Observation I(b)). Also, we can not drop this condition as the block sequence {y n } in Observation (V) is not a frame and in this case
iii) The condition that sup 1≤n<∞ |α n | < ∞ is not necessary. Indeed, let {e n } is a sequence of orthonormal unit vectors and {x n } is defined as x 2n−1 = e n and x 2n = e n n , n ∈ N.
Then the block sequence {y n } defined by y n = x 2n−1 + nx 2n , n ∈ N is also a frame for H, but sup |α i | ≮ ∞.
We now give a necessary and sufficient condition under which a block sequence with respect to a frame is a frame.
Theorem 3.4. Let {x n } be a frame for H and {y n } be a block sequence with respect to {x n }. Let T : ℓ 2 (N) → ℓ 2 (N) be a bounded linear operator such that T ({ x n , x }) = { y n , x }, x ∈ H. Then {y n } is also a frame for H if and only if there exists a λ > 0 such that
Hence {y n } is frame for H with bounds λ 2 A and T 2 B. Conversely, let {y n } is a frame for H with bounds A y and B y . Then, for any x ∈ H, we have
Therefore, by (3.2)
Applications
Let {x n } be a frame for H and let V n = [x i ] i∈Dn , n ∈ N. Then {V n } is a sequence of subspaces of H such that n V n = H. Therefore, each x ∈ H can be expressed as
where y i ∈ V i , i ∈ N. The representation in (3.3) may not be unique. Note that, for each n ∈ N, {x i } i∈Dn is a frame for the subspace V n . Define v n : H → V n by
Then one can find constants 0 < A ≤ B < ∞ such that
Therefore (V n , v n ) n∈N is a Fusion frame for H and (V n , v n , {x i } i∈Dn ) is a Fusion frame system for H (Fusion frames and Fusion frame systems were introduced and studied recently by Casazza and Kutyniok and others in [6, 8, 9, 18] ). If {x n } is exact frame for H, then there exists a sequence of finite subsets {D n } of N (e.g. take D n = {n}, n ∈ N) with
Also, {f n } be the sequence of unit vectors in H. Define a sequence {g n } in H by g n = 1 √ n f n , n ∈ N. Let n k = n k−1 + (k − 1), k ∈ N and n 0 = 1.
Then {n k } is an infinite increasing sequence in N. Now define {h n } in H by
Then {h n } is a tight non-exact frame for H. Taking D k = {n k , n k + 1, . . . , n k+1 − 1}, k ∈ N and V k = [h i ] i∈D k , k ∈ N, we get H = n∈N V n .
In view of the above discussion, it is natural to raise the following problem. 
